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DDR foci formation in irradiated (2 Gy) cells

fixed 2 h later

IRIF IRradiation Induced Focus 



DDR proteins initially accumulate at DSB sites and then
spread at distance via a positive feedback loop involving
MDC1, which binds gH2AX, the MRN complex, and ATM 

kinase, which phosphorylates additional H2AX molecules
further away from the break site. 

DDR signal spreading

Laser micro-irradiation



MODIFICAZIONE ISTONI

• Eukaryotes have several histone variants, which, as a 
result of their altered amino-acid composition, can 
affect both the structure of individual nucleosomes and 
the ability of nucleosomes to form higher order 
chromatin structure

• The earliest and most robust  modification induced by 
DSB  is phosphorylation of the histone H2A variant 
H2AX on its extended C-terminal tail. 

• Within seconds, phosphorylated H2AX (known as γ-
H2AX) spreads over a region spanning thousands to 
millions of bases surrounding a DSB



Sequences of H2A1, H2AX, and recombinant H2AX constructs. 
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H2AX protein domain and
the multiple regulatory PTMs 



The determination of radiation exposure in diagnostic 

and interventional radiology

• γ-H2AX immunofluorescence microscopy is a reliable and sensitive method for the 

quantification of radiation induced DNA double-strand breaks (DSB) in blood 

lymphocytes. 

• The detectable amount of these DNA damages correlates well with the dose 

received. 



Microscopic image of γ-H2AX foci in human blood lymphocytes 
before and after irradiation with 10 mGy

specific γ-H2AX antibody (Anti-H2A.X-Phosphorylated (Ser 139) 



Structural domains and postranslational
modifications identified on macroH2A.1 

macro domain
a lysine (K) rich H1-like linker region that

includes a random coil with no similarity to histones

macroH2A.1



Alternative splicing of macroH2A







Temporal regulation of DDR protein accumulation at DNA breaks



DSB
e CROMATINA

• Higher-order chromatin packaging is a 
barrier to the detection and repair of DNA 
damage

• DSBs induce a local decrease in the density of 
the chromatin fibre, in addition to altering the 
position of nucleosomes

• DSBs also elicit post-translational modifications 
on the protruding histone tails



Chromating remodelling and DSBs

RSC remodels the DSB chromatin

The PIKKs Mec1 and Tel1 phosphorylate 
H2A(X), 

and RSCaccumulates in the regions flanking the 
DSB

SWI/SNF is recruited and  remodels the 
donor template chromatin



Chromating remodelling and DSBs

Phosphorylated H2A recruits cohesin, which helps to bridge
interactions between sister chromatids

The HDAC complex Sin3–Rpd3 removes acetylation from H4.  
The protein kinase CK2 is also recruited and this phosphorylates H4

The INO80 complex enters the region of the DSB and removes some nucleosomes. 



chromatin remodeler family 





RSC
complex RSC (remodels the structure of chromatin) 
ATP-dependent chromatin-remodelling

RSC can mediate nucleosome sliding, alter histoneDNA contacts 
and remove histones from DNA.

The chromatin-remodelling activity of RSC is important for 
transcriptional regulation of genes that are involved in stress 
responses and cell-cycle progression



γ =Adenosine 5'-(gamma-thiotriphosphate) 
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Temporal regulation of DDR protein accumulation at DNA breaks



Non‐‐‐‐homologous end joining: Common interaction sites and 
exchange of multiple factors in the DNA repair process

BioEssays
Volume 39, Issue 3, 30 JAN 2017 DOI: 10.1002/bies.201600209
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.201600209/full#bies201600209-fig-0002
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Ku proteins are central to DNA end recognition and 
recruitment of NHEJ factors

BioEssays
Volume 39, Issue 3, 30 JAN 2017 DOI: 10.1002/bies.201600209
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/bies.201600209/full#bies201600209-fig-0001

heterodimerisation and DNA binding

interaction with
DNA‐PKcs 

interaction with 
Ku‐binding 
motif proteins (K)
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Proteine piattaforma

Nbs1, a subunit of a complex  that recognizes DNA DSBs

Mre, Rad50

kinase signaling

HRR

SSB



Temporal regulation of DDR protein accumulation at DNA breaks



ATM
P

The MDC1 TQXF motifs are ATM targets
required for 53BP1 IRIF. (A) Domain architecture

of MDC1, with ATM consensus sites (dots).


